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One Aboriginal Australian Woman Artist's Interpretations of Womanhood in 
Contemporary Australian Society  
 
Bronwyn Fredericks  
 
lntroduction  
In what is termed modern Australia, the concept of beauty has always been tied to 
whiteness and been expanded upon over the years. The beauty ideal in 
contemporary Australian society is uniformly white and smooth-skinned, thin, 
young or young looking, energetic, fit, healthy, sexualised, and 'glamorous'. At 
times it is also tanned (via or lotions, mousses, tanning booths and the sun), but 
not 'black' Aboriginal Australian. Most recently, it has also come to include having a 
mouthful of big white teeth as a result of bleaching or chemical whitening 
treatments or caps. This beauty ideal is adopted and promoted, sometimes 
unwittingly and sometimes with cleaver subtlety. There are few Australian women 
who could meet this 'standard'.  
 
In reference to what is considered beautiful within the Australian context, race, 
culture and gender sit Aboriginal women and numerous other women in a cultural 
context of exile. A flick through an assortment of texts, journals and women's 
magazines will reveal that Aboriginal women are often portrayed as lacking in 
complexity, with little depth, and as exotic and mysterious beings. More often than 
not Aboriginal women are defined as down-to-earth and practical creatures of the 
mundane. Aboriginal Australian historian and writer, Jackie Huggins has written on 
this issuei as has Aboriginal Australian anthropologist Aileen Moreton-Robinsonii. 
Historically, there are many racist and classist stereotypes of Aboriginal female 
identity and few that describe Aboriginal women as references that can be found 
beautiful. A number of these stereotypes can still be found in an interview with 
Aboriginal contemporary Australian life. Australian Aboriginal woman artist Dr 
Pamela Croft explores some of these issues.  Dr Pamela Croft has worked fuIl-time 
as a practicing artist since the mid-1980s. During this time, she has also worked as 
an academic in the Arts arena in Queensland and the Northern Territory 
(Australia), and facilitated and coordinated numerous community cultural 
development projects, curated exhibitions, and worked on other community 
activities throughout Australia. She was the first Aboriginal person in Australia to 
gain a Doctor of Visual Arts, and this has also meant increased recognition and 
requests for work. The title of her thesis is ART Song: The Soul Beneath My Skin, 
and is available through the Internet (via the Australian Digital Theses Program 
and Griffith University's Thesis website). Since completing her thesis, Dr Croft has 
travelled to some fairly remote and regional Aboriginal Australian communities. In 
the past three years she has made numerous trips to the United States and, most 
recently, was a guest artist in The Netherlands as part of the 400-year celebration 
of the Dutch connection with Australia. A documentary about her life and Arts 
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practice is being finalised by Matt Ruggles, an American filmmaker (7th Wave), 
and will be launched at the Sundance Film Festival later this year. I interviewed 
Pamela Croft at the Sandhills Studio, where she lives and works near Keppel 
Sands on the Capricorn Coast in Central Queensland, Australia.  
 
Bronwyn Fredericks (BF)  
Pamela Croft (PC)  
 
The formal introduction by Dr Pamela Croft is not just information about her cultural 
location but is in line with Aboriginal Australian protocol.  
 
Dr Pamela Croft: I am a Kooma woman of the Uralarai people of South West 
Queensland, Australia. I grew up in Brisbane area and have worked and lived in 
various parts of Australia and overseas. I now live and work from my studio in 
Keppel Sands on the Capricorn Coast in Central Queensland, Australia. I give 
honour to the Darumbal dreaming ancestors and acknowledge the Darumbal 
people as the Traditional Owners of the Capricorn Coast. I additionally give honour 
and acknowledgement to the Woppaburra people who are Traditional Owners of 
the Islands and waters off the Capricorn Coast mainland. It is important for me to 
recognise that the site of my home and studio, and where the majority of my recent 
works have been carried out, is within DarumbaI Country and Woppaburra 
Country.  
 
BF: Could you describe some of the main narratives that are contained within your 
artworks?  
 
From the position of an Aboriginal woman I try to portray the importance of tradition 
recognition of ancestors, respect for uniqueness in spiritual expression, facilitation 
of an understanding within the contexts of history and culture, a sense of place, 
connections to family and community, commitment to educational and social 
transformation that recognises and empowers the inherent strength of Aboriginal 
peoples and cultures with challenges to non-Aboriginal people to truly listen and 
absorb in order to move to a place of understanding of our world. In trying to reflect 
these narratives I encapsulate bothways philosophy and methodology into my 
work. I think that this allows me to create alternative story sites for identity and 
displacement, histories, sense of place and the effects of colonisation. Bothways 
philosophy and methodology utilises Aboriginal and western techniques, education 
and style to tell the stories. I use this to show that people are different in terms of 
being human. I try to show these differences and use some of them, rather than 
out-rightly reject them. There are also some relationships, connections and 
disjunctions that are shared by both Aboriginal and western domains, and by using 
bothways philosophy and methodology, I am able to inform processes and 
techniques to position visual art as an educational experience and as a tool for 
healing, for both myself and others. It is a way that simultaneously recognises, 
whilst not privileging, one over the other. Using this bothways approach is 
extremely powerful. It is also an empowering methodology for me.  
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BF: Some of the works encompass the different aspects of womanhood: in terms 
of a past present and future. How do you see bothways philosophy and 
methodology arising in the narratives of Once We Mount the Armour: 4?  
 
PC: Once We Mount the Armour: 4 (Figure 1) is a mixed media, lithograph print 
and is part of a series of works that included prints, sculpture and installations. The 
work focused specifically on women the female form, gender, whiteness, 
colonisation and more. The print depicts the female body, a western image of the 
body, and is taken from a 1930s dressmaker's mannequin. The skirt at the base is 
attached to the mannequin, which represents a cage. I tried to incorporate the  
Message to both Aboriginal women and non-Aboriginal women that if we adopt 
western media images of the body that it can trap us, cage us... if we allow 
ourselves to become focused on the western image of what is considered 
beautiful. In being careful of not being caged or trapped we need to protect 
ourselves...we almost need to wear armour to protect ourselves when we venture 
out, watch television, go shopping or, at times even, mix with other people. The 
armour is our self-talk, mental imagery, strategies, tactics, support people, and it is 
about fortifying our spirits. The body image may have changed over time from the 
1930s shape, however, there is still pressure about being a certain size, to be a 
certain way, to have a certain look and, as an Aboriginal woman, I know that the 
image is still white... the white aspects on the body within the painting depict those 
elements that are part of our heritage and colonisation within Australia. I have 
white aspects that are part of my heritage as an individual Aboriginal woman in 
Australia. 
  
BF: What is the significance of the hands being held up and the lines around the 
body?  
 
PC: The hand on the left side of the painting is held up. It is a sign to stop and 
reflect before we get trapped in the image of the body, or just our bodies look, or 
what is considered being engrossed in how beautiful by western media standards. 
It can be easy to fall into the pattern of doing this when everything around us at 
times seems to promote images of how we are 'supposed to be', for example, 
billboards, magazines, television, movies, personalities, and more' It  
Can be expensive to maintain the look of how we are supposed to be or what we 
are supposed to be. I seethe TV and in the shops, there are certain hairstyles and 
colours, tanning lotions or booths and sprays, teeth whiteners, plastic and cosmetic 
surgery, clothing, exercise and gym classes. In some countries of the world, 
women buy skin whitening creams when their skin is not white, other women buy 
appliances to straighten their hair when their hair is not meant to be straight and 
others undergo surgery to change their physical appearance in the name of 
beauty. I have to ask, is this not getting trapped into thinking that we need to be 
something we are not. Are we not giving in to the dominant way, when we do this 
and isn't it another form of imperialism, with our bodies, minds and hearts being 
what is dominated over? We need to be careful and protect who we really are. I 
would like women to think about the images they see and to be and stay strong as 
to who they really are. 
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Who I am and who Aboriginal women really is depicted through the use of ochres 
in the painting, the ochres behind the woman's body. Ochres are used for a range 
of purposes, including ceremony. We need to protect who we are within our 
communities and within bigger world the in which we live. It is easy to be seduced 
by white privilege. I have seen others seduced by white privilege and become 
consumed by the comforts it brings within Australia’s capitalist society, and the 
added the privileges and rewards. I know too what would happen if I acted like a 
'good little Aboriginal woman’. This is shown by the use of the white lines scratched 
on the paper that symbolise the ropes that can bind us. We can be bound by white 
race privilege and in this the true nature of our Aboriginality is also trapped. In the 
end, the ropes can kill us, not necessarily physically kill us, but kill us in spirit. I 
think this is also true for non-Aboriginal women not just in Australia but overseas 
too. They can be bound by the things that seduce them in society, their societies, 
the concept of beauty, capitalism, white race or class privilege racism, homophobia 
and greed. Non-Indigenous people can be seduced by ail of this too. Sometimes 
they are part of it all without even being aware of it as it is part of the dominant 
culture. Being a woman who is true to herself and to others can be really hard and I 
and others need to acknowledge this...it is a hard journey to make. 
  
Conclusion  
What Pamela croft's imagery brings to the forefront is that in the contemporary 
Australian context, the populous beauty ideal is tied to the exterior of the body-
Decisions are made on looking at women whether the image they present is 
healthy, well, young and fit, sexy, 'glamorous', smooth-skinned and white. This is 
the beauty ideal that has been adopted and promoted. Croft's artwork, Once We 
Mount the Armour: 4, and the narratives contained within it, focused as it is on  
women, the female form, gender, whiteness, colonisation and more, poses 
questions to us around how we see ourselves and other women. Croft puts forward 
some strategies such as self-talk, protecting ourselves and maintaining the 
strength to be who we really are on the inside and on the outside.  
 
                                                 
i Jackie Huggins, "A Contemporary view of Aboriginal women's Relationships  
to the White women's Movement" in Norma Grieve and Ailsa Burns, eds.  
Australian women, Contemporary Feminist Thought (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1994), 
70-79.  
 
ii Aileen Moreton-Robinson, Talkin' Up to the White Woman (St Lucia: University of Queensland 











                                                                                                                                                    
Figure 1. Once We Mount the Armour: 4, Mixed Media, Lithograph Print, 
Photograph by Pamela Croft. 
 
 
 
 
